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The ring-like part of Elongator that holds tRNA in place is formed by 
three proteins (brown, green, blue) paired up in two trios.
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Heidelberg, 19 February 2012 – In fairy tales, magic rings 
endow their owners with special abilities: the ring makes the 
wearer invisible, fulfils his wishes, or otherwise helps the hero 
on the path to his destiny.  Similarly, a ring-like structure found 
in a protein complex called ‘Elongator’ has led researchers 
at the European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) in 
Heidelberg, Germany, and the Institut de Génétique et Biologie 
Moléculaire et Cellulaire (IGBMC) in Strasbourg, France, in 
exciting new directions. Published today in Nature Structural 
& Molecular Biology, the first three-dimensional structure of 
part of this complex provides new clues to its tasks inside the 
cell and to its role in neurodegenerative diseases.
Changes to the proteins that make up Elongator have been 
linked to disorders such as familial dysautonomia and 
childhood epilepsy, and scientists knew that the complex is 
involved in a variety of processes inside the cell, but exactly 
what it does has so far remained a mystery.
Elongator is composed of 6 different proteins. Scientists in 
Christoph Müller’s lab at EMBL and Bertrand Séraphin’s lab at 
IGBMC looked at three of these proteins, which are known to 
work together. They discovered that, instead of just clumping 
together as a trio, these proteins team up in two identical trios to 
form a ring. This unexpected structure sparked new thoughts. 
It suggested that the ring’s job in the Elongator complex might 
be similar to that of other protein complexes, called helicases, 
which use ring-like structures made out of six copies of the 
same protein to bind to DNA or RNA.
The researchers found only one molecule that slots into 
Elongator’s ring: tRNA. tRNA transports amino acids to the 
‘factories’ in the cell where they will be stitched together into 
a protein according to the instructions spelled out in the cell’s 
DNA. It seems that Elongator’s protein ring holds the tRNA 
in place while other parts of the Elongator complex work on 

it, introducing a chemical modification which ultimately 
ensures that the DNA is accurately converted into protein. The 
findings also suggest that, once work on the tRNA is complete, 
a different molecule, ATP, is broken down on the outer margin 
of the ring. This, the scientists believe, would subtly alter the 
shape of the ring’s proteins, releasing the tRNA and allowing 
the whole process to start again.
Next, Müller, Séraphin and colleagues would like to investigate 
what tools and tricks other parts of Elongator employ to help 
the whole complex perform its tasks inside the cell.

Trapped in a ring
Ring-like protein complex helps ensure accurate protein production
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